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Gaggle Enhances Archiving Solution for Google Apps™ 
Virtually Eliminating the Burden of FOIA and eDiscovery Requests  

 

 
BLOOMINGTON, IL (May 11, 2011) - Gaggle, the leading provider of safe online communication and 
productivity tools, announced today that they have enhanced their archiving solution that enables them to 
archive Google Docs & Spreadsheets, Google Talk, and Google Calendars.  Gaggle has offered email 
archiving for Google since 2007 and is delighted to be able to provide these additional services for K-12 
clients. Gaggle’s archiving solution for Google Apps will help school districts easily store, manage, and 
retrieve their data with just a few clicks of the mouse, virtually eliminating the burden of FOIA and 
eDiscovery requests. Providing school districts the ability to quickly locate the requested information and 
turn it over to the requestor will now make compliance a simple task. 

“The ability to archive Docs & Spreadsheets as well as Chat and Calendars provides a new level of 
protection and compliance to school districts,” said Jeff Patterson, Gaggle CEO.   “Districts need to 
comply with both FOIA and eDiscovery requests and now Gaggle can help them meet these 
requirements.” 
 
“We are all very pleased to be able to offer this additional archiving functionality to our Google Apps 
clients,” said Greg Richman, Regional Relationship Manager for Gaggle. “I am incredibly proud to be a 
part of a company that truly listens to customers and develops tools based on their input.” 
 

About Gaggle 

Gaggle is dedicated to providing safe online communication tools for schools, and has been a leading 
provider to school districts throughout the United States since 1998. Gaggle currently hosts over 4 million 
users in the US and 23 countries. The company is an expert in secure communications for schools and 
has developed proprietary technology and monitoring systems. Based in Bloomington, IL, Gaggle's 
collaboration tools are the winner of numerous education industry awards, including a finalist nomination 
for the prestigious CODiE awards in 2011 and recipient of a 2010 Technology & Learning Award of 
Excellence. For information, visit Gaggle at www.gaggle.net or call 800-288-7750. 
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